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https://www.go-fair.org/fair-principles 









Definition of Open Data

Open Data are online, free of cost, 
accessible data that can be used, 

reused and distributed provided that 
the data source is attributed.



Tip – use 5 Star Open Data Model to explain FAIR

Tim Berners-Lee’s proposal for five star open data - http://5stardata.info 

make your stuff available on the Web (whatever format) under an open license

make it available as structured data (e.g., Excel instead of image scan of a table)

make it available in a non-proprietary open format (e.g., CSV instead of Excel)

use URIs to denote things, so that people can point at your stuff

link your data to other data to provide context
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WHY SHOULD YOU BE OPEN?
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It’s part of good research practice



Cut down on academic fraud

www.nature.com/news/2011/111101/full/479015a.html 



Validation of results

www.guardian.co.uk/politics/2013/apr/18/uncovered-error-george-osborne-
austerity

“It was a mistake in a spreadsheet 
that could have been easily 
overlooked: a few rows left out of 
an equation to average the values 
in a column.

The spreadsheet was used to draw 
the conclusion of an influential 
2010 economics paper: that public 
debt of more than 90% of GDP 
slows down growth. This 
conclusion was later cited by the 
International Monetary Fund and 
the UK Treasury to justify 
programmes of austerity that have 
arguably led to riots, poverty and 
lost jobs.”



More scientific breakthroughs

www.nytimes.com/2010/08/13/health/research/13alzheimer.html?pagewanted=all&_r=0 

“It was unbelievable. Its not 
science the way most of us 

have practiced in our 
careers. But we all realised 

that we would never get 
biomarkers unless all of us 

parked our egos and 
intellectual property noses 
outside the door and agreed 
that all of our data would 
be public immediately.”   

Dr John Trojanowski, University of  Pennsylvania



A citation advantage

A study that analysed the citation counts of 10,555 papers on gene 
expression studies that created microarray data, showed:

“studies that made data available in a public repository 
received 9% more citations than similar studies for 

which the data was not made available” 

Data reuse and the open data citation advantage, 
Piwowar, H. & Vision, T.  https://peerj.com/articles/175 



Increased use and economic benefit

Up to 2008

• Sold through the US Geological 
Survey for US$600 per scene

• Sales of 19,000 scenes per year

• Annual revenue of $11.4 million

Since 2009

• Freely available over the internet

• Google Earth now uses the images

• Transmission of 2,100,000 
scenes per year.

• Estimated to have created value 
for the environmental 
management industry of $935 
million, with direct benefit of 
more than $100 million per year to 
the US economy

• Has stimulated the development 
of applications from a large 
number of companies worldwide

The case of NASA Landsat satellite imagery of the Earth’s 
surface: 

http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/IOTD/view.php?id=83394&src=ve 





Misconception #1: 
My web page is a FAIR way to share my data.



Better options for open data

• Domain repository (first choice)
• General repository (Figshare, Zenodo)
• Institutional repository 
• Data journal
• Journal supplementary material















Misconception #2: 

I don’t need to decide now if I want to share. 
I can wait and see what I want to do at the 
end of my project.



Open Data doesn’t just happen - data management planni
ng helps!
 What data will be created (format, types, volume...)

 Standards and methodologies to be used, documentation

 How ethics and Intellectual Property will be addressed

 Plans for storage and back-up

 Plans for data sharing and access 

 Strategy for long-term preservation

Create

Document

Use

Store

Share

Preserve



Tip – use existing 
tools and guidance to 
help write their 
plans



Misconception #3: 

If I share my data early, I’ll be scooped!



Pre-registration timestamps your work

http://help.osf.io/m/registrations/l/524205-register-your-project



Tips – share preprints too

• Early feedback on methods and initial findings
• Time to correct and mistakes before publishing 
• Recognition for your ideas by peers



Misconception #4: 

I have to keep and 
share everything.



Deciding which data need to be kept after the project ends

Five steps to follow

①   Could this data be re-used
②   Must it be kept as evidence or for legal reasons
③   Should it be kept for its potential value 
④   Consider costs – do benefits outweigh cost?
⑤   Evaluate criteria to decide what to keep

5 steps to decide what data to keep
www.dcc.ac.uk/resources/how-guides/five-steps-decide-what-data-keep



What should be preserved and shared?

• The data needed to validate results in scientific publications 
(minimally!).

• The associated metadata: the dataset’s creator, title, year of 
publication, repository, identifier etc.

– Follow a metadata standard in your line of work, or a 
generic standard, e.g. Dublin Core or DataCite, and be 
FAIR.

– The repository will assign a persistent ID to the dataset: 
important for discovering and citing the data. 



What should be preserved and shared? (2)

• Documentation: code books, lab journals, informed consent 
forms – domain-dependent, and important for understanding 
the data and combining them with other data sources.

• Software, hardware, tools, syntax queries, machine 
configurations – domain-dependent, and important for using 
the data. (Alternative: information about the software etc.)

Basically, everything that is needed to replicate a study should 
be available. Plus everything that is potentially useful for 
others.



Tip – link data to other outputs for context 
(reuse)

To support validation 
and facilitate reuse

Open Data Open Code

Software created to 
analyse and/or visualise 

the data

Open Workflows

What steps were taken 
and in what order?



Consider who else has a say about sharing data

• Collaborators

• Research participants

• Commercial partners

• Data repository

• Publishers

• Institutions, funders



How to make data open? 

1. Choose your dataset(s) 
• What can you open? You may need to revisit this step if you 

encounter problems later.

2. Apply an open license 

• Determine what IP exists. Apply a suitable licence e.g. CC-BY

3. Make the data available 
• Provide the data in a suitable format. Use repositories.

 

4. Make it discoverable 
• Post on the web, register in catalogues…

https://okfn.org 



What data organisation would a re-user like?

Planning trick: think backwards

CREATING 
DATA

PROCESSING 
DATA

ANALYSING 
DATA

PRESERVING 
DATA

GIVING 
ACCESS TO 

DATA

RE-USING 
DATA



How to select a repository? 

Main criteria for choosing a data repository:
Certification as a ‘Trustworthy Digital Repository’, with 
an explicit ambition to keep the data available in the 
long term. 

• Three common certification standards for TDRs:

Data Seal of Approval: http://datasealofapproval.org/en
nestor seal: http://www.langzeitarchivierung.de/Subsites/nestor/EN/nestor-
Siegel/siegel_node.html
ISO 16363: http://www.iso16363.org 



www.zenodo.org 







https://zenodo.org 



www.dcc.ac.uk/resources/how-guides/license-research-data 

Licensing research data

This DCC guide outlines the pros and 
cons of each approach and gives 
practical advice on how to implement 
your licence

CREATIVE COMMONS LIMITATIONS

NC Non-Commercial
What counts as commercial?

ND No Derivatives
Severely restricts use

These clauses are not open licenses

Horizon 2020 Open Access 
guidelines point to:

or 



https://www.openaire.eu/how-do-i-license-my-research-data 



https://www.openaire.eu/can-i-reuse-someone-else-research-data 



EUDAT licensing tool

Answer questions to determine which licence(s) 
are appropriate to use

http://ufal.github.io/public-license-selector 



https://www.fosteropenscience.eu/learning/managing-and-sharing-research-data



https://www.fosteropenscience.eu/learning/data-protection-and-ethics 



https://www.fosteropenscience.eu/learning/open-licensing 



Self-learning courses
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www.fosteropenscience.eu/toolkit 



How to develop a DMP www.dcc.ac.uk/resources/how-
guides/develop-data-plan 
RDM brochure and template 
https://dans.knaw.nl/en/about/organisation-and-
policy/information-material?set_language=en 
OpenAIRE RDM Handbook https://www.openaire.eu/rdm-
handbook 

Guidelines on DMPs
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Thank you! Questions?
iryna.kuchma@eifl.net 

Facebook: @fosteropenscience
Twitter: @fosterscience

Youtube: FOSTER Open Science


